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a b s t r a c t
A graph G is said to be chromatic-choosable if its choice number is equal to its chromatic
number. Ohba has conjectured that every graph G with 2χ(G) + 1 or fewer vertices is
chromatic-choosable. At present, only several special classes of graphs have been verified,
for which Ohba’s conjecture is true. In 2004, Ohba proved that if |V (G)| ≤ 2χ(G) and the
independence number of G is at most 3, then G is chromatic-choosable (Ars Combinatoria,
72 (2004), 133–139). In thisworkwe show that if |V (G)| ≤ 2χ(G)+1 and the independence
number of G is at most 3, then G is chromatic-choosable. This proves that Ohba’s conjecture
is true for all graphs G with independence number at most 3 and all χ(G)-chromatic
subgraphs of G.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
For a graph G = (V , E) and each vertex u ∈ V (G), let L(u) denote a set (or a list) of colors available for u; then
L = {L(u)|u ∈ V (G)} is said to be a list assignment of G. If |L(u)| = k for all u ∈ V (G), then we say that L is a k-list assignment
of G. An L-coloring is a vertex-coloring c such that: c(u) 6= c(v) for every uv ∈ E(G), and c(u) ∈ L(u) for every u ∈ V (G). A
graph G is L-colorable if G admits an L-coloring. A graph G is k-choosable if G is L-colorable for every k-list assignment L. The
choice number ch(G) of a graph G is the smallest k such that G is k-choosable. The concept of list coloring was introduced
independently by Vizing [1] and by Erdős, Rubin and Taylor [2] (for a recent survey, we refer the interested reader to D.R.
Woodall [3]).
Clearly, ch(G) ≥ χ(G) for every graph G, where χ(G) denotes the chromatic number of G. On the other hand, Erdős
et al. [2] showed that bipartite graphs can have arbitrarily large choice number. Therefore it is interesting to find conditions
under which ch(G) = χ(G). A graph G is called chromatic-choosable if ch(G) = χ(G) [4]. There are several results and
conjectures as regards chromatic-choosable graphs (see [3]). Here we focus our attention on the following conjecture of
Ohba.
Conjecture 1.1 (Ohba [4]). If |V (G)| ≤ 2χ(G)+ 1, then ch(G) = χ(G).
Reed and Sudakov [5] proved the following weaker version of this conjecture.
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Theorem 1.1 (Reed and Sudakov [5]). If |V (G)| ≤ 53χ(G)− 43 , then ch(G) = χ(G).
Because every χ-chromatic graph is a subgraph of a complete χ-partite graph, Ohba’s conjecture is true if and only if it
is true for complete χ-partite graphs. Thus Conjecture 1.1 is equivalent to the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.2. If G is a complete k-partite graph with |V (G)| ≤ 2k+ 1, then ch(G) = χ(G) = k.
Remark 1.1. Clearly, if a complete k-partite graph is chromatic-choosable, then all k-chromatic subgraphs of G are
chromatic-choosable. Hence in Conjecture 1.2 the inequality |V (G)| ≤ 2k+ 1 can be replaced by equality |V (G)| = 2k+ 1.
We denote by Kl∗r the complete r-partite graph with l vertices in each part, and denote by Kl∗r,m∗s,n∗t,... the complete
(r + s+ t + · · ·)-partite graph Kl∗r ∨ Km∗s ∨ Kn∗t ∨ . . ., where∨ denotes ‘join’. By Remark 1.1 we can restate Conjecture 1.2
as follows.
Conjecture 1.3. If G = Km1,m2,...,mr ,2∗s,1∗t , where r + s + t = k,m1 + m2 + · · · + mr + 2s + t = 2k + 1, and
m1 ≥ m2 ≥ · · · ≥ mr ≥ 3, then ch(G) = χ(G) = k.
Some results relevant to Conjecture 1.3, many of which prove special cases of it, can be found in [6,2,7–10]. We will need
the following results from [2,7].
Theorem 1.2 (Erdős et al. [2]). ch(K2∗k) = k.
Theorem 1.3 (Gravier and Maffray [7]). If k ≥ 3, then ch(K3∗2,2∗(k−2)) = k.
Moreover, for the graphswith independence number atmost 3, as aweaker version of Ohba’s conjectureOhba [8] proved:
Theorem 1.4 (Ohba [8]). Let G be a graph with |V (G)| ≤ 2χ(G). If the independence number of G is at most 3, then G is
chromatic-choosable.
Remark 1.2. In fact, in [8], Ohba has proved that ch(K3∗r,2∗(k−r−t),1∗t) = k, where r ≤ t , k ≥ r + t . Note that if G is a graph
with independence number at most 3, H is a subgraph of G and χ(H) = χ(G), then the independence number of H is not
necessarily at most 3. But by Remark 1.1, we know that H is also chromatic-choosable. So Theorem 1.4 implies that every
χ(G)-chromatic subgraph of G is chromatic-choosable, though the independence number of the subgraph may be greater
than 3.
In this work, we will show that the inequality |V (G)| ≤ 2χ(G) in Theorem 1.4 can be replaced by |V (G)| ≤ 2χ(G) + 1.
Namely, we will show that Ohba’s conjecture holds for every graph G with independence number at most 3 and all χ(G)-
chromatic subgraphs of G (Theorem 1.5).
Theorem 1.5. ch(K3∗r,2∗(k−r−t),1∗t) = χ(K3∗r,2∗(k−r−t),1∗t) = k, where r ≤ t + 1, k ≥ r + t. This implies that if G is a graph
with |V (G)| ≤ 2χ(G) + 1 and the independence number of G is at most 3, then G and all χ(G)-chromatic subgraphs of G are
chromatic-choosable.
We will give the proof of Theorem 1.5 in Section 3. In Section 2, we state and prove some lemmas as a preparation for
proving our main results.
2. Some lemmas
For a graph G = (V , E) and a subsetW ⊂ V , let G[W ] denote the subgraph of G induced byW . For a list assignment L
of G, let L|W denote L restricted toW , and L(W ) denote the union⋃u∈W L(u). If A is a set of colors, let L \ A denote the list
assignment obtained from L by removing the colors in A from each L(u) with u ∈ V (G). When A consists of a single color a,
we write L− a instead of L \ {a}.
We say that G with L satisfies Hall’s condition in G if |L(W )| ≥ |W | for every subsetW ⊂ V (G). It is clear that if G with
L satisfies Hall’s condition, then by Hall’s marriage theorem, there exists an L-coloring for G in which all vertices receive
distinct colors.
In [11], Kierstead proved the following lemma (our statement is stronger than Kierstead’s, but the proof is identical).
Lemma 2.1 (Kierstead [11]). Let L be a list assignment for a graph G = (V , E). Then G is L-colorable if G[W ] is L|W -colorable for
some maximal non-empty subset W ⊆ V (G) such that |L(W )| < |W |.
From Lemma 2.1, Kierstead obtained a corollary as follows.
Corollary 2.1 (Kierstead [11]). A graph G = (V , E) is k-choosable if G is L-colorable for every k-list assignment L such that
|L(V )| < |V |.
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Corollary 2.1 is only stated for k-choosability, where every vertex has a list of the same size k. By a similar method, we
will prove a more general version of Corollary 2.1 (Corollary 2.2), which will apply even when different vertices may have
lists of different sizes. In order to do this, we need to introduce the concept of f -choosable [2,12], which is a generalization
of k-choosability. For a graph G = (V , E) and a mapping f from V to {1, 2, . . .}, G is called f -choosable if it is L-choosable for
every list assignment L such that |L(v)| = f (v) (or equivalently, replacing ‘|L(v)| = f (v)’ by ‘|L(v)| ≥ f (v)’) for every v ∈ V .
Corollary 2.2. For a graph G = (V , E), let f be a mapping from V to {1, 2, . . .} such that f (v) < |V | for every v ∈ V . Then G is
f -choosable if it is L-colorable for every list assignment L such that |L(v)| = f (v) and |L(V )| < |V | for every v ∈ V .
Proof. Let L be a list assignment such that |L(v)| = f (v) for each v ∈ V . LetW be a maximal non-empty subset of V such
that |L(W )| < |W | (if no such W exists, then there is an L-coloring by Hall’s theorem). Let Q be a set of colors such that
|Q | = |V |−1 and L(W ) ⊆ Q . We define a list assignment L′ such that |L′(v)| = |L(v)| = f (v) and L′(v) ⊆ Q for every vertex
v ∈ V , where L′(v) = L(v) if v ∈ W . Clearly, it holds that |L′(V )| ≤ |Q | < |V |; then G is L′-colorable by the hypothesis
of the corollary. Since L|W = L′|W , we see that G[W ] is L|W -colorable. Thus G is L-colorable by Lemma 2.1 and hence G is
f -choosable. 
By Corollary 2.2, we give the following lemma which is a key point for proving our main result. For brevity, we denote
by [t] the set {1, 2, . . . , t} for integer t ≥ 1.
Lemma 2.2. Let G = K3∗t,1∗(1+t) (t ≥ 0) with 2t + 1 parts: Vi = {xi, yi, zi} for i ∈ [t], and Vi = {zi} for i ∈ [2t + 1] \ [t]. If L
is a list assignment of G such that in {L(xi), L(yi), L(zi)} there are two lists both with size 2t and the third one with size 2t + 1 for
each i ∈ [t], |L(zt+1)| = 2t + 1, and |L(zi)| = 2t for each i ∈ [2t + 1] \ [t + 1], then G is L-colorable.
Proof. We shall prove that G is L-colorable by induction on t . The case where t = 0 is trivial, so we may assume t ≥ 1,
and suppose that Lemma 2.2 is true for smaller values of t . If there exists i ∈ [t] such that⋂u∈Vi L(u) 6= ∅ then we can
choose a color c1 ∈ ⋂u∈Vi L(u) to color all the vertices in Vi, and a different color c2 ∈ L(z2t+1) to color the vertex z2t+1. Let
G′ = G−Vi−z2t+1 and L′ = L−c1−c2. Obviously,G′ = K3∗(t−1),1∗t and L′ satisfies requirements of Lemma 2.2 corresponding
to G′ for t − 1, and we can finish the proof by applying the induction hypothesis. So we suppose that⋂
u∈Vi
L(u) = ∅ for all i ∈ [t]. (1)
For each i ∈ [t], let si be the number of colors that appear in exactly one of L(xi), L(yi), L(zi) and di be the number of
colors that appear in exactly two of these sets. Then it is clear that si + 2di = 6t + 1. By Corollary 2.2, we may assume that
|L(V (G))| < |V (G)|. Hence si + di ≤ |L(V (G))| < |V (G)| = 4t + 1 and so
di ≥ (6t + 1)− 4t = 2t + 1 for each i ∈ [t]. (2)
In the following we will present an L-coloring for G in three steps.
Step 1. We choose a color αi for each i ∈ [t] as follows. Suppose that αh has been chosen for all h < i and let Ai = {αh|h < i},
so that |Ai| = i − 1. Since di > |Ai| by (2), there exist u, v ∈ Vi(u 6= v) such that (L(u) ∩ L(v)) \ Ai 6= ∅. Choose u and
v with this property so that |L(u) ∩ L(v)| is as large as possible and then |L(u)| + |L(v)| is as small as possible, and choose
αi ∈ (L(u)∩ L(v)) \ Ai. We may assume that u and v are xi and yi; color them both with αi. We will need the following claim
in Step 3.
Claim 2.1. If i ∈ [t] then
|L(xi) ∩ L(zi)| ≤ |L(xi)| + |L(zi)| − (3t + 1), (3)
and similarly with yi in place of xi.
In fact, the RHS of (3) is t − 1 or t . So if (3) is false then |L(xi) ∩ L(zi)| ≥ t ≥ i, and so (L(xi) ∩ L(zi)) \ Ai 6= ∅, so that
|L(xi) ∩ L(yi)| ≥ |L(xi) ∩ L(zi)| by the choice of xi and yi. It follows from this and (1) that |L(xi) ∩ L(zi)| ≤ b 12 |L(xi)|c = t ,
which proves (3) except when |L(xi) ∩ L(yi)| = |L(xi) ∩ L(zi)| = t and |L(xi)| = |L(zi)| = 2t , so |L(yi)| = 2t + 1. But then
|L(xi)| + |L(zi)| < |L(xi)| + |L(yi)|, which contradicts the choice of xi and yi. This proves (3), and the result for yi follows
similarly.
Since |L(zi)| ≥ 2t and αi 6∈ L(zi) by (1), it follows that |L(zi) \ At+1| ≥ t + 1 for each i ∈ [t], where At+1 = {αh|h ≤ t}.
Thus we can choose distinct colors βi ∈ L(zi) \ At+1 to color zi for all i ∈ [t].
Step 2. Among all colorings of V1∪· · ·∪Vt that can be constructed following the procedure in Step 1, choose one that can be
extended to asmany vertices of {zt+2, . . . , z2t+1} as possible, and then if possible to zt+1. Let c denote the resulting extended
coloring, let X be the set of vertices that are colored by c , and let Q = c(X) and R = V (G) \ X , so that R = {zi|i ∈ S} for some
set S ⊆ [2t + 1] \ [t]. Note that
L(zi) ⊆ Q for each i ∈ S, (4)
by the maximality of X . Finally, for each i ∈ S, let Ti = {h ∈ [t]|{αh, βh} ⊆ L(zi)}.
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Claim 2.2. If t + 1 6∈ S (that is, zt+1 ∈ X), then |Ti| ≥ |S| for each i ∈ S.
In fact, if c(zt+1) = α ∈ L(zi) for some i ∈ S, then we could have used α to color zi instead of zt+1, contrary to the
definition of c. Thus, for each i ∈ S, c(zt+1) 6∈ L(zi) and, by (4),
2t = |L(zi)| ≤ 2|Ti| + (t − |Ti|)+ (t − |S|) = 2t + |Ti| − |S|,
from which the result follows.
Claim 2.3. There is an injection φ: S → [t] such that φ(i) ∈ Ti for each i ∈ S.
In fact, this follows from Claim 2.2 if t + 1 6∈ S by Hall’s theorem. So suppose t + 1 ∈ S. Then (4) gives
2t ≤ |L(zi)| ≤ 2|Ti| + (t − |Ti|)+ (t + 1− |S|) = 2t + |Ti| + 1− |S|,
so that |Ti| ≥ |S| − 1 for each i ∈ S, with strict inequality when i = t + 1, since |L(zt+1)| = 2t + 1 by the hypotheses of
Lemma 2.2. Thus Claim 2.3 again holds by Hall’s theorem.
Let P = {xh, yh|h ∈ φ(S)}. Uncolor the vertices in P , and color zi with αφ(i) for each i ∈ S.
Step 3. In this step, we will show how to recolor the vertices in P . Note that if h ∈ φ(S), say h = φ(i), then L(zh) ⊆ Q , since
otherwise (in the original coloring of Step 2) we could have colored zi with βh and zh with a new color, contradicting the
maximality of X .
Claim 2.4. For each h ∈ φ(S), |L(xh) \ Q | ≥ |S| and |L(yh) \ Q | ≥ |S|.
In fact, note that |Q | = 2t + (t + 1− |S|) = 3t + 1− |S|. Thus, since L(zh) ⊆ Q and by (3),
|L(xh) ∩ Q | ≤ |L(xh) ∩ L(zh)| + |Q \ L(zh)| ≤ |L(xh)| − |S|.
Hence
|L(xh) \ Q | = |L(xh)| − |L(xh) ∩ Q | ≥ |S|.
The result for |L(yh) \ Q | is proved similarly.
Since G[P] ∼= K2∗|S| and |L(u) \ Q | ≥ |S| for every u ∈ P by Claim 2.4, it follows from Theorem 1.2 that there is an
L-coloring c ′ of G[P] that does not use any color of Q . So use c ′ to color the vertices of P , and this will complete the required
L-coloring of G. 
It follows from a result of Ohba [8] that K3∗(t+1),1∗t (t ≥ 0) is chromatic-choosable. We now show that this result can be
deduced from Lemma 2.2.
Corollary 2.3. Let G = K3∗(t+1),1∗t(t ≥ 0). Then ch(G) = χ(G) = 2t + 1.
Proof. Write the 2t + 1 parts of G as Vi = {xi, yi, zi} for i ∈ [t + 1] and Vi = {zi} for i ∈ [2t + 1] \ [t + 1]. Let L be a
(2t + 1)-list assignment of G. We shall prove by induction on t that G is L-colorable. The case t = 0 is trivial, so assume
t ≥ 1. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2 we may suppose that⋂u∈Vi L(u) = ∅ for all i ∈ [t + 1], since otherwise the result is
easy to prove inductively. We may also suppose that there exists a partite set Vi that contains two vertices u, v such that
L(u) ∩ L(v) 6= ∅, since otherwise the lists L(w) (w ∈ V (G)) satisfy Hall’s condition and there is an L-coloring of G (with all
vertices different colors) by Hall’s theorem. Choose such an i, w.l.o.g. let i = t+1, color u and v with a color α ∈ L(u)∩ L(v),
and let G′ = G− {u, v} and L′ = L− α. Then G′ = K3∗t,1∗(1+t), and G′ and L′ satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2. It follows
that G′ is L′-colorable, and hence G is L-colorable. 
Remark 2.1. Note that in Lemma 2.2, there are some vertices with lists of size less than χ(G) colors, and so Lemma 2.2 is
stronger than just saying that K3∗(t+1),1∗t is chromatic-choosable.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.5
Let G = K3∗(t+1),2∗(k−2t−1),1∗t (k ≥ 2t + 1). By Remark 1.1, in order to prove Theorem 1.5 we only need to prove it
for r = t + 1, when it says that ch(G) = k. So write the k parts of G as Vi = {xi, yi, zi} for i ∈ [t + 1], Vi = {zi} for
i ∈ [2t + 1] \ [t + 1], and Uj = {uj, vj} for j ∈ [k− 2t − 1]. Let L be a k-list assignment of G. We will prove by induction on
k+ t that G is L-colorable (t ≥ 0, k ≥ 2t + 1).
If t = 0 then Theorem 1.5 holds by Theorem 1.3 and Remark 1.1. If k = 2t + 1 then the result is just Corollary 2.3. So we
may suppose that t ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2t + 2. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2 we may suppose that⋂
u∈Vi
L(u) = ∅ for all i ∈ [t + 1], (5)
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since otherwise the result is easy to prove inductively (reducing t by 1 and k by 2). By a similar but simpler argument
(reducing the value of k by 1) we may suppose that
L(uj) ∩ L(vj) = ∅ for all j ∈ [k− 2t − 1]. (6)
Wemay also suppose that there exists a partite set Vi (1 ≤ i ≤ t+1) that contains two vertices u, v such that L(u)∩L(v) 6= ∅,
since otherwise, by (6), the result follows easily from Hall’s theorem. Choose such an i, w.l.o.g. i = t + 1, u = xt+1 and
v = yt+1, color u and v with a color α ∈ L(u) ∩ L(v), and let G′ = G − {u, v}, L′ = L − α. Clearly, |L′(u)| ≥ k − 1 for
every u ∈ V (G′). By (5), |L′(zt+1)| = k, and for each i ∈ [t] at least one of the sets L′(xi), L′(yi) and L′(zi) contains k colors,
w.l.o.g. |L′(zi)| = k. Similarly, by (6), for each j ∈ [k − 2t − 1] at least one of the sets L′(uj) and L′(vj) contains k colors, so
|L′(uj) ∪ L′(vj)| ≥ 2k− 1. We wish to show that G′ is L′-colorable.
Let W be a maximal subset of V (G′) such that |L′(W )| < |W |. By Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show that G′[W ] is L′|W -
colorable. Note that
|W ∩ Uj| ≤ 1 for every j ∈ [k− 2t − 1], (7)
since otherwise
2k− 1 ≤ |L′(uj) ∪ L′(vj)| ≤ |L′(W )| < |W | ≤ |V (G′)| = 2k− 1,
a contradiction.
LetU =⋃{Uj|j ∈ [k−2t−1]} andm = |{j|W∩Uj 6= ∅, j ∈ [k−2t−1]}| ≤ k−2t−1. It follows from (7) thatm = |W∩U|.
Color the vertices ofW∩U withm distinct colors. Let the set of thesem colors be C , andG′′ = G′−U ,W ′ = W \U , L′′ = L′\C .
It suffices to prove that G′′ is L′′-colorable, since this will imply that G′′[W ′] is L′′|W ′-colorable (as G′′[W ′] is a subgraph of
G′′), so that G′[W ] is L′|W -colorable. Since |L′(u)| ≥ k− 1 for every u ∈ V (G′), it follows that |L′′(u)| ≥ k− 1− m ≥ 2t for
every u ∈ V (G′′). And since |L′(zi)| = k for every i ∈ [t + 1], it follows that |L′′(zi)| ≥ k−m ≥ 2t + 1 for all such i. Thus the
hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied, and it follows that G′′ is L′′-colorable, as required.
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